The 2011 Oxford Medtronic Lecture in Biomedical Engineering
Thursday, 9th June

Standing left to right: Mr Steve Mahle (Retired Chair, Medtronic Foundation); Eleonora Mylonopoulou (2007 Medtronic Scholar); Mr Leo Kretzers (Clinical Research Director, Medtronic); Professor Alison Noble (Institute of Biomedical Engineering); Professor James Duncan (Guest Lecturer); Dr Julia Schnabel (Institute of Biomedical Engineering); Professor Lionel Tarassenko (Director of the Institute of Biomedical Engineering)

Over 100 guests attended the Medtronic Lecture and took the opportunity to network afterwards at the drinks reception
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Pictured above are staff and students who volunteered their time to register guests.

Pictured on the left are CDT (Centre for Doctoral Training) postgraduates explaining their projects to guests

Pictured on the right are MSc students discussing their work with guests

Professor Lionel Tarassenko.